The Perfect Kick-off to Summer!

Fire up the Grill for Our Manitou Pork Chops
Recipe on page 6.

Early Summer 2022
Seasonal Favorites are Back! | Our Favorite Local U-Picks | New! Cherry Peach Soda Pop
Greetings from Glen Arbor!

Summer is the time of year when the usually sleepy towns and villages of Northern Michigan are transformed into bustling resort communities, as we welcome back those who wait all year to return to this little slice of heaven we call home. The transformation is so dramatic, in fact, that it feels like Leelanau County is promoted from its normal ‘under the radar’ status to the center of the universe practically overnight.

But why do people from all over the world choose to flock to our area each summer? Of course our majestic dunes, white-sand beaches, and cool lake breezes don’t hurt, but I think it’s more than that. I feel as if our reputation as the world’s cherry capital is a big part of the draw. People who spend most of the year in urban areas feel a need to connect with nature, with agriculture, with the land. There’s something about standing in a cherry orchard for the first time, popping a fresh-off-the-tree cherry into your mouth, that you don’t ever forget.

So here’s to a summer spent learning the three Rs of Northern Michigan: relaxation, rejuvenation, and reconnecting with nature. I hope to see you up north soon!

Ready, Set, Summer!

The Perfect Sundae Gift Box

Save yourself a trip to the ice cream shop and build your own perfect sundae right at home. This gift box is quite literally the cherry on top of your dessert!

- Mama Mary’s Top Secret Cherries
- Cherry Nut Mix
- Cherry Fudge Sauce

#60651 $35.00

Montmorency Dried Cherries

The king of all cherries is an easy substitute for raisins, a great addition to stuffings, easily reconstituted and substituted for fresh cherries, and that extra something special in trail mixes, on relish trays, or in homemade chutneys.

- 8 oz. bag #10002 $11.95
- 16 oz. bag #10003 $18.95
- 5 lb. box #10005 $69.95

Balaton Dried Cherries

Let us introduce you to the Balaton cherry. Originally discovered near Lake Balaton in Hungary, this unique variety is a little bit darker, a little bit spicier, and a little bit plumper than our Montmorency original.

- 16 oz. bag #10000 $18.95

The World’s Reigning Cherry

Michigan Dried Cherries Rule
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Preserving Memories of Grandma’s Jam

Nothing signals summer like crimson red stalks of rhubarb springing forth from the garden. Technically a vegetable, rhubarb is considered a fruit and can often be found growing wild in Michigan where it flourishes thanks to the ground freezing in the winter.

Cherry Republic graphic designer Brett Sanders has fond memories of his grandmother’s rhubarb patch in Kawkawlin, MI. “I remember picking rhubarb in my Grandma’s garden when I was a kid. She would put up endless jars of homemade preserves — rhubarb, strawberry rhubarb, and cherry rhubarb jam. Of course one flavor was clearly the best!”

A Marriage of Two Great Stone Fruits

We know that cherries are The Greatest Stone Fruit, but apricots are a close second. With a sweet-tart flavor that’s a cross between a peach and a plum, apricots make delicious jam — perfect for Hungarian kiffles (a/k/a kiflis), delicate Hungarian cookies made with cream cheese pastry and filled with fruit preserves.

“Food is the greatest memory of my youth,” shares Todd Gylulvasz, our productions manager. “My great grandmother and my aunts would make Apricot Kiflis for all of our family gatherings. They’re still my favorite Hungarian treat, and our Cherry Apricot Jam is perfect for making them!”
1.800.206.6949   |   CherryRepublic.com   |   Life, Liberty, Beaches & Pie™

**Cherry Barbecue Sauces**
Our top-secret blend of spices and cherries makes our Cherry Barbecue Sauces rich, tangy, and wonderfully different. Spread some on ribs, chicken, burgers, chops or even bratwurst. They will add will add a terrific zest to anything you’re grilling!

**Regular** 17 oz. jar #10055 $11.95
**Spicy** 17 oz. jar #10062 $11.95

**Cherryaki Sauce**
Add a creative twist to your cooking with our Pineapple Cherryaki Sauce. A perfect complement to fish, chicken, or pork.
17 oz. jar #10371 $11.95

**Ghost Pepper Sauce**
Add some extra heat and spooky flavor to your favorite recipes. Ghost Pepper Sauce is an octane boost to our best-selling Cherry Barbecue Sauce, with the serious kick of ghost peppers, so beware!
17 oz. jar #10449 $11.95

**Cherrywood Smoked Sea Salt**
The smoky aroma of our Cherrywood Smoked Sea Salt transports you to a late-summer beach campfire, and its smooth, slightly sweet taste adds abundant flavor to grilled meat, roasted veggies & broiled fish. A beautiful amber color, this course-grain, pure sea salt is perfect for salt mills. Bon appetit!
11 oz. jar #10584 $12.95

**Cherry BBQ Spice Rub**
This unique combination of spices and cherry goodness makes this Cherry BBQ Spice Rub a great addition to any meat, chicken or fish. Rub a little on ribs, steak or wings for a cherry twist on your next barbecue.
10 oz. jar #10448 $12.95

**Smoky Cherry Slow Cooker Sauce**
Achieve crock pot perfection with this smoky sauce. Also great for marinating meats and veggies prior to grilling.
17 oz. jar #10507 $11.95

**Cherry Bob’s Cherry Bomb Hot Sauce**
Our new hot sauce gets its kick from Fresno chili peppers, originating in California and similar in heat to a Jalapeno or a Serrano pepper. They’re also packed with Vitamins A and B, but we just know they add the perfect amount of heat to our flavorful, small-batch cherry hot sauce! Crafted with only seven ingredients, this ‘clean’ sauce is all-natural, vegan, vegetarian, gluten free and low sodium.
5 oz. bottle #10612 $14.95

---

Just In Time For Grilling Season:
Make Our Manitou Pork Chops

Bill Stevenson from our Cherry Public House in Glen Arbor created this flavorful recipe to kick off your summer grilling with two of our favorite cherry products.

**Manitou Gold BBQ Sauce**
Worth its weight in gold, the honey sweet and tart mustard flavor of the Manitou Gold BBQ Sauce is a must have for every griller’s arsenal.
17 oz. jar #10426 $11.95

**Directions:**
Blend BBQ sauce and maple syrup in a blender or food processor until smooth. Set aside.

Brush pork chops lightly with olive oil and season both sides with salt and pepper. Place on a preheated grill over medium high heat.

Cook chops on one side for 5 - 6 minutes, rotating a quarter turn halfway through. Turn the chops over and liberally brush with BBQ sauce.

Cook an additional 6 minutes or until the internal temperature is 150º.

Remove chops from the grill and allow to rest 5 minutes before serving.

*Not a fan of pork chops? Substitute chicken breasts! Just adjust your cook time by adding 3 - 4 minutes a side or until the internal temperature is 165º.

---

**Bill’s Manitou Pork Chops**
17 oz. Cherry Republic Manitou Gold BBQ Sauce
¼ cup Cherry Republic Cherry Infused Maple Syrup
4 Pork Chops (8-10 oz each)
2 tsp. Kosher Salt
2 tsp. Freshly Ground Pepper
2 Tbsp. Olive Oil

---

**Cherryaki Sauce**
Add a creative twist to your cooking with our Pineapple Cherryaki Sauce. A perfect complement to fish, chicken, or pork.
17 oz. jar #10371 $11.95

**Ghost Pepper Sauce**
Add some extra heat and spooky flavor to your favorite recipes. Ghost Pepper Sauce is an octane boost to our best-selling Cherry Barbecue Sauce, with the serious kick of ghost peppers, so beware!
17 oz. jar #10449 $11.95

**Cherrywood Smoked Sea Salt**
The smoky aroma of our Cherrywood Smoked Sea Salt transports you to a late-summer beach campfire, and its smooth, slightly sweet taste adds abundant flavor to grilled meat, roasted veggies & broiled fish. A beautiful amber color, this course-grain, pure sea salt is perfect for salt mills. Bon appetit!
11 oz. jar #10584 $12.95

**Cherry BBQ Spice Rub**
This unique combination of spices and cherry goodness makes this Cherry BBQ Spice Rub a great addition to any meat, chicken or fish. Rub a little on ribs, steak or wings for a cherry twist on your next barbecue.
10 oz. jar #10448 $12.95

**Smoky Cherry Slow Cooker Sauce**
Achieve crock pot perfection with this smoky sauce. Also great for marinating meats and veggies prior to grilling.
17 oz. jar #10507 $11.95

**Cherry Bob’s Cherry Bomb Hot Sauce**
Our new hot sauce gets its kick from Fresno chilli peppers, originating in California and similar in heat to a Jalapeno or a Serrano pepper. They’re also packed with Vitamins A and B, but we just know they add the perfect amount of heat to our flavorful, small-batch cherry hot sauce! Crafted with only seven ingredients, this ‘clean’ sauce is all-natural, vegan, vegetarian, gluten free and low sodium.
5 oz. bottle #10612 $14.95
Summer Starts Now!

Savory or Sweet. Chunky or Smooth. Mild or Hot. Handcrafted in our Northern Michigan Cherry Factory, our line of small-batch salsas are bright, fresh, and absolutely irresistible!

Perfect For Summer!

Peach Cherry Salsa
Just like a bite of summertime! Fresh, juicy peaches are blended with our tasty tart cherries in this bright, refreshing salsa. Eat with your favorite tortilla chips or use as a condiment for your grilled pork and fish dishes.
16 oz. jar #10345 $12.95

Mild Cherry Salsa
A sweet blend of tomatoes and cherries that’s mild enough for any palate. Buy our Cherry Salsa by the case for additional savings—it will keep through the next harvest (if you can restrain yourself from eating it all!)
16 oz. jar #10051 $11.95
7.5 oz. jar #10052 $7.95

Cherry Salsa Verde
The product formerly known as Green Cherry Salsa is a prince of a salsa. Tomatillos (a Mexican husk tomato) give this salsa its festive color and distinctive tart flavor. The addition of spicy jalapeno peppers, onion, and lime make this hotter than classic red salsas, and cherries make it distinctly ours.
16 oz. jar #10346 $12.95

Hot Cherry Salsa
An ode to our southern neighbors, we’ve stepped up the heat in our Hot Cherry Salsa with a slight sweetness of cherries and a burst of Southern spice. Great on tortilla chips and tacos, but just as delicious on eggs and burgers.
16 oz. jar #10048 $11.95
7.5 oz. jar #10039 $7.95

Cherries on Fire Salsa
Rich in fruity flavor and over 12 times hotter than the jalapeno, the spicy habanero scores high marks on the hot pepper scale, and packs a punch in our Cherries on Fire Salsa. Add some zip to chips, burgers, or burritos ... just be ready to put out the fire!
16 oz. jar #10367 $11.95

Cherry Queso
Proof that dried cherries can make everything better, let us present Cherry Queso. Slightly spicy, heavily cheesy, and a tad sweet thanks to chunks of tomatoes and bits of dried cherries, this dip is sure to add zip to your favorite corn chips, nachos, and baked potatoes.
16 oz. jar #10580 $11.95

Original Cherry Salsa
A signature product, our Original Cherry Salsa is the result of a three-year-long effort to find just the right balance of sweet and spice. This uniquely Michigan-made, medium-style salsa is a customer favorite. Buy it by the jar, or buy it by the case to share. Happy dipping!
16 oz. jar #10056 $11.95
7.5 oz. jar #10057 $7.95

STAY UP TO DATE WITH NORTHERN MICHIGAN NEWS!
Sign up for our weekly Orchard Report at CherryRepublic.com

OUR CLASSICS
STAY UP TO DATE WITH NORTHERN MICHIGAN NEWS!
Sign up for our weekly Orchard Report at CherryRepublic.com
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Candies & Confections
Made to Perfection

Ruby Red Sour Cherry Patches
Our Ruby Red Sour Cherry Patches have just the right amount of sweetness, while still packing a cherry punch. Full of flavor, these chewy candies elevate the Greatest Of All Fruits to a whole new level of YUM! This product contains wheat.
8 oz. bag #10605 $8.95

Cherry Sour Balls
Chewy like a jelly bean, but just a little tart, our Cherry Sour Balls won’t make your mouth pucker for too long — just the right amount of time! Boomer Bear says these are his favorites!
8 oz. bag #10131 $7.95

Wild Cherry Gummy Bears
A new twist on an old favorite, our Wild Cherry Gummy Bears are bursting with wild cherry flavor. We predict they’ll be a new favorite before long!
8 oz. bag #10321 $7.95

Iced Imperial Pretzels
These tempting crunchy and salty pretzels are dipped in our famously rich cherry confectioner’s coating and then drizzled under a smooth white confectioner’s coating.
10 oz. bag #10103 $12.95

Imperial Malted Milk Balls
Big as super ripe cherries, these classic crunchy malted milk balls are given an extra coat with our famous red imperial cherry coating.
14 oz. bag #10114 $12.95

Cherry Licorice Bites
If you loved licorice shoelaces as a kid, you’ll flip for our newfangled Cherry Licorice Bites. Chewy and delicious, each bag is filled to the brim with bite-sized bits of cherry-flavored licorice. This product contains wheat.
8 oz. bag #10115 $7.95

Sour Twin Cherry Gummies
We’ve doubled up the sour factor in these irresistible new gummies! Prepare your taste buds to experience a blast of mouth-watering sour flavor followed by the perfect balance of sweet cherry gumminess! These soft, squishy candies are in the shape of our favorite fruit.
8 oz. bag #10571 $7.95

Cherry Sour Balls
Chewy like a jelly bean, but just a little tart, our Cherry Sour Balls won’t make your mouth pucker for too long — just the right amount of time! Boomer Bear says these are his favorites!
8 oz. bag #10131 $7.95

Wild Cherry Gummy Bears
A new twist on an old favorite, our Wild Cherry Gummy Bears are bursting with wild cherry flavor. We predict they’ll be a new favorite before long!
8 oz. bag #10321 $7.95

Iced Imperial Pretzels
These tempting crunchy and salty pretzels are dipped in our famously rich cherry confectioner’s coating and then drizzled under a smooth white confectioner’s coating.
10 oz. bag #10103 $12.95

Imperial Malted Milk Balls
Big as super ripe cherries, these classic crunchy malted milk balls are given an extra coat with our famous red imperial cherry coating.
14 oz. bag #10114 $12.95

Boomchunkunka Dunkers Beware!
(You’re gonna need a bigger glass.)

Cherry Republic’s very first product was the mighty Boomchunkunka Cookie. Today this made-from-scratch, oversized bakery treat remains one of our most popular items thanks to plump dried cherries, rolled oats, and huge chocolate chunks. For those who aren’t quite up to the task of a giant cookie (or would like to share their Boom bounty), we created Just The Right Size Boomchunkunka Cookies in packs of 6. We don’t use any preservatives, so be sure to eat or freeze your cookies as soon as they arrive.

2 COOKIES PER PACKAGE:

Coconut
Limited Release!
(2) 4 oz. Cookies #10551 $6.95

Double Dark Chocolate
(2) 4 oz. Cookies #10221 $6.95

Original White Chocolate
(2) 4 oz. Cookies #10245 $6.95

Dark Chocolate Pecan
(2) 4 oz. Cookies #10232 $6.95

Just The Right Size 6 Pack
Original White Chocolate
(6) 1 oz. Cookies #10556 $9.95

Woof Whompers Cherry Dog Cookies
Dogs love cherry cookies too! Our Woof Whompers are handmade just like our Boomchunkunka people cookies, and are designed to deliver a day of tail wagging in each bag. Includes a FREE dog tag!
13 oz. bag #10246 $13.95

Early Summer 2022
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For the Grad Gift Box
Whatever your grad’s ‘circumstances’ we’ve got just the right ‘pomp’ to celebrate their Big Day. This smart lineup of their Cherry Republic favorites will let them know you’re proud of their accomplishments, and might just help them forget those endless Zoom lectures. Time to toss your caps, grads!
- Ruby Red Sour Patches
- Imperial Malted Milk Balls
- Iced Imperial Pretzels
- Milk Chocolate Covered Cherries
- Double Dark Chocolate Boomchuncka Cookies
- Cherry Nut Mix

#60321 $70.00
+ FREE GROUND SHIPPING

Grillmaster Gift Box
The scent of grilling is in the air! Make sure your favorite grillmaster is fully stocked for the season with his or her BBQ favorites, including our most popular Cherry Barbecue Sauces, Cherry BBQ Spice Rub, and our NEW Cherrywood Smoked Sea Salt. Ladies and gentlemen, start your grill!
- Cherry Barbecue Sauce
- Spicy Cherry Barbecue Sauce
- Cherry BBQ Spice Rub
- Cherrywood Smoked Sea Salt

#60421 $60.00
+ FREE GROUND SHIPPING

We decided to get right to the heart of the matter with this gift box: CHERRIES!
Enjoy northern Michigan-grown Dried Cherries, our famous Original Cherry Salsa and Cherry Barbecue Sauce, and our made-from-scratch Cherry Jam. This box makes a great hostess gift or is a thoughtful way to say ‘thank you’ or ‘congratulations’ to friends and family. And you might just want to order a second one to stock your own pantry!

Nothing But Cherries Gift Box
Original Cherry Salsa | Original Cherry Barbecue Sauce | Cherry Jam
Montmorency Dried Cherries | Balaton Dried Cherries

#60219 $80 + FREE GROUND SHIPPING

Nothing But But Cherries!
Visit Michigan’s Tiniest Wine Trail!

The Leelanau and Old Mission peninsulas are known for their amazing wineries and tasting rooms, but did you know that Glen Arbor is home to Michigan’s tiniest wine trail? The Glen Arbor Village Wine Trail is comprised of just three wineries that are within walking distance of each other and only a stone’s throw from Lake Michigan’s shore. Stop by M22 Winery, Glen Arbor Wines, and The Winery at Cherry Republic to sip some of Leelanau County’s finest wines.

M22 Winery  6298 W. Western Ave. | crystalriveroutfitters.com/wine-tasting
Glen Arbor Wines  5873 S Lake St. | glenarborwines.com
The Winery at Cherry Republic  6026 S. Lake St. | cherryrepublic.com/locations/glen-arbor/winery

The Sweet Taste of Summer: Our Limited Edition Sunset Blush

Stop by The Winery at Cherry Republic, where you can taste our wines and hard ciders, and the kids can sample our old fashioned cherry soda pops. Step outside and enjoy a glass in our lovely perennial garden, on The Winery deck, or in our Beer Garden where you might catch some live music!
Cherry Peach Soda Pop
A punch of peach elevates our traditional Cherry Soda to a whole new level of fizzy flavor! Crafted using Michigan beet sugar, pure Michigan cherry juice concentrate and natural flavors, our new caffeine-free Peach Soda can be sipped on its own or used to add some fruity bubbles to your favorite fuzzy navel recipe.

Stone Fruits Unite!

Sweet & Savory

Original Summer Sausage
Our coarse blend Summer Sausage is made in small batches. We use a healthy blend of quality beef and pork, add dried tart cherries, mustard seed, and peppercorns, then smoke it to natural perfection.
10 oz. #10291 $13.95
Smoky Habanero Summer Sausage
10 oz. #10517 $13.95

Cherry Artisan Mustard
This fan-favorite is made with whole grain mustard and offers a much milder flavor than yellow mustard. Pair it with our Original Summer Sausage, on a turkey sandwich, or add it to your favorite potato salad recipe.
9 oz. jar #10290 $10.95

Great Hall Smooth Cherry Mustard
Our Great Hall Smooth Cherry Mustard is a mustard masterpiece! Spicy and flavorful with tiny bits of tart cherries blended in, this creamy mustard is amazing on its own or stirred into endless recipes, used as a zingy pretzel dip, spread on a killer ham sandwich, or the cherry-on-top of an unforgettable charcuterie board.
10 oz. jar #10607 $10.95

Cherry Horseradish Sauce
The sharp edges of the horseradish root are softened with a touch of cherry juice, but it still adds zing to everything! Contains eggs.
9 oz. jar #10289 $10.95

Cherry Fig Jam
Michigan tart cherries and Mission figs provide the base for our savory Cherry Fig Jam. Then we add caramelized onions, roasted garlic, and a dash of coffee to provide a rich savory complexity, and the result is an exquisitely flavorful jam that is the perfect complement to grilled meats and cheeses.
8 oz. jar #10355 $11.95

Cherry Pepper Jelly
We stirred in a blend of hot and mild peppers to our delectable Cherry Jam to create Cherry Pepper Jelly. Served with brie, cream cheese, or as a dip, you’ll add color, zip, and the marvelous flavor of cherries to your hors d’oeuvres.
8.5 oz. jar #10038 $10.95

Cherry Hazelnut Crisps
You’ll ditch boring crackers for good once you try our delicious Cherry Hazelnut Crisps! Light and airy, yet super crunchy and flavorful, these certified organic crisps are the perfect complement to soft cheeses like goat cheese, mascarpone, or fromage blanc cheese spread.
6 oz. basket #10628 $10.95

Cherry Bacon Spread
We already know cherries make everything better. But cherries + bacon? Forgetaboutit. Crafted with Michigan cherries and apples, roasted onions, and applewood-smoked bacon, this sweet and savory spread will take your burger game to the next level, create a gourmet pizza, or transform slices of warm crusty bread into a mouth-watering appetizer.
10 oz. jar #10610 $11.95

6 or 12 Pack Soda Pop
Available in 6 or 12 packs only. Buy the 12 pack and receive a 15% discount! Sorry, no mix-and-matching at this time.
6 packs $19.95 | 12 packs $39.99 $33.15 SAVE %15!

Cherry Soda Pop
Black Cherry Cream Soda
Cherry Ginger Ale
LoCal Black Cherry Cream Soda
True Cherry Cola
Cherry Lime Soda Pop
Cherry Sparkling Water
Cherry Root Bear

Try Our Whole Line of Cherry Sodas!
Our Local U-Pick Favorites

Drive along any county road in Michigan in the summer months and you’re sure to happen upon a roadside stand bedecked with colorful baskets of local fruits, veggies, and flowers on display. There may be a friendly farmer tending the stand, or you might find a hand-written note propped against a jar asking you to kindly leave your money. It’s nice to know the honor system is still thriving, along with the bounty of the season.

Hallstedt Homestead Cherries
With 8 varieties of premium sweet cherries and a garden blooming with flowers, Phil & Sarah Hallstedt have created a family-friendly agricultural destination just outside of Northport. Stop by for ready-to-go fruit and flowers or spend the afternoon picking your own.

[Website]
8227 N Matheson Rd, Northport, MI

Buchan’s Blueberry Hill
Ben and Lori Buchan are the 5th generation owners and operators of this centennial farm on Old Mission Peninsula in Traverse City. In the summer, stop by for freshly picked or u-pick blueberries and homemade ice cream. In the fall, pick apples and take home some hand-crafted apple cider.

[Website]
1472 Nelson Rd, Traverse City, MI

Omena Cut Flowers U-Pick
Located about 7 miles north of Suttons Bay on M-22 in Leelanau County, this beautiful farm is open daily from dawn ‘til dusk from May through October offering 29 flower beds to pick from, with over 50 varieties of annuals and perennials.

[Website]
12401 E Freeland Rd, Suttons Bay, MI
A Diplomatic Gift of Grand Proportions

While all of our cherry products make great gifts, there’s something about our Statesman’s Nut Mix that seems to turn a simple gift into a grand gesture. Maybe it’s the grand combination of our Milk and Dark Chocolate Cherry Nut Mixes, plus extra roasted and salted almonds and cashews, and a more than a generous handful of dried cherries.

Hiker’s Mix
With an actual compass on the bag, this mix leads the way! Contains dried cherries, dried cranberries, raw pumpkin seeds, roasted blanched peanuts, roasted salted Brazil nuts, chocolate chunks, and dried apricots.

$1 to TART Trails
12 oz. bag #10179 $12.95

Statesman’s Nut Mix
We’ve combined our Milk Chocolate Cherry Nut Mix and Dark Chocolate Cherry Nut Mix along with whole roasted & salted almonds, and cashews.

$1 to Crosshatch Center for Art & Ecology
14 oz. bag #10173 $19.95

A few years ago, we got an email from Jerry VanStrien, a cycle-enthusiast on a mission. Jerry was about to embark on a cross-country bike trip from Kentucky to San Francisco to raise money to battle Multiple Sclerosis — and he was looking for some fuel for his team in the form of cherry love. Cherry Republic teamed up with Jerry and arranged to have care packages dropped at five spots along their TransAmerica bike route — in Kentucky, Illinois, Kansas, Colorado, and Utah. We sent an assortment of Hiker’s Mix, Montmorency Dried Cherries, and other fuel-packed snacks to help sustain the team along the way.

“These pouches fit nicely in our jerseys and are the perfect energy boost during our stops as we hydrate,” Jerry shared. “All the cyclists get a little giddy when the mail drop days come around to see what’s in those boxes. It’s not only been an energy boost, but on some occasions an emotional boost after a hard day of cycling.”

WARM-WEATHER SHIPPING: During the warm summer months, we require using our 2-day shipping option that includes a free freezer pack when shipping chocolates to prevent melting.

Public House Snack Mix
Public House Snack Mix is an addictive, crunchy mix of pretzel balls, smoked almonds, corn nuts, and dried Montmorency cherries, it’s a favorite at the Cherry Public House in Glen Arbor!

$1 to Michigan League of Conservation Voters
10 oz. bag #10574 $11.95

Cherry Nut Mix
Cherry Nut Mix tosses the sweet, succulent dried cherry in a tumble of premium jumbo almonds, jumbo cashews, and mammoth pecans.

$1 to Michigan Climate Action Network
14 oz. bag #10280 $19.95
8 oz. bag #10186 $12.95
Thoughtful Gifts for Clients & Staff

Thousands of businesses count on Cherry Republic to send the perfect gift to employees and clients each year. In fact, we’ve shipped nearly 2 million gifts over the past 30 years! Why do people choose Cherry Republic?

- 100% satisfaction guarantee
- Corporate discounts available
- Highest quality products
- Dedicated business gifting team

Business & Event Gifting Made Easy!

Our dedicated Business Gifting Team is ready to do the heavy lifting, making your job fast and easy:

#1 PICK YOUR GIFT. We will help you find the perfect gift for your recipients — be that a best seller, free shipper, or completely custom gift — and provide a quote to keep you on budget.

#2 SEND YOUR INFO. Complete our order form at CherryRepublic.com/business-gifts with your gift information, gift note, ship dates, and other details. Or just send us your own list, however you have it formatted. That works, too!

#3 LET US DO THE REST. We’ll give you a call to collect your credit card info, and then handle the data entry and dirty work so you don’t have to.

Have a question about business gifts? Call us at 231-226-3000 or email businessgifts@cherryrepublic.com.

Getting Personal

Sending a gift that reflects your company’s brand sends a powerful and personal message to your customers and employees, alike. That’s why we offer several ways to customize your gift boxes — from logo stickers on our traditional brown boxes to fully customizable premium packaging. You choose the best way to let your brand shine through!

Lighten Up!

Supreme Salad Gift Box

Time to kiss comfort food goodbye for a few months and toss some salads into your meal mix. Dress up the classic wedge with our Cherry Gorgonzola Salad Dressing, liven up pasta salads with Great Hall Cherry Vinaigrette, make a mean coleslaw with our Sweet Cherry Balsamic Vinegar, or keep it easy-peasy and sprinkle our Montmorency Dried Cherries over romaine. Skip the side of bread and replace with our snappy Cherry Hazelnut Crisps.

Great Hall Cherry Vinaigrette  |  Cherry Gorgonzola Salad Dressing  |  Sweet Cherry Balsamic Vinegar
Montmorency Dried Cherries  |  Cherry Hazelnut Crisps

#60420
$75.00 + FREE GROUND SHIPPING

Cherry Gorgonzola Salad Dressing
Creamy gorgonzola cheese mixes with juicy bits of northern Michigan cherries and ground black pepper to create this gourmet-style salad dressing as a pre-grilling marinade for beef.
12 oz. bottle #10576 $9.95

Great Hall Cherry Vinaigrette
This slightly sweet, creamy-style vinaigrette features bold garlic flavor that perfectly accentuates a blend of sweet and tart cherries from northern Michigan. Drizzle over a crisp green salad and pair with a chilled glass of rosé.
12 oz. bottle #10575 $9.95

Sweet Cherry Balsamic Vinegar
All vinegars are not created equal! With a rich, dark color, sweet aroma, and mellow cherry flavor this is a real treat for epicureans and regular Joes alike. Use it as a fat-free dressing, or drizzle it over grilled salmon.
14.7 oz. bottle #10020 $11.95

Smoky Cherry Barbecue Salad Dressing
Add some smokey cherry zip to your next green salad, and your veggies will stand up and take notice! Perfect for pasta salads, too.
17 oz. jar #10427 $11.95
Gather ’Round the Campfire

There are certain things that bring childhood memories of summer rushing back. Catching fireflies in a jelly jar. The smell of suntan lotion. Sitting around a campfire squishing melty chocolate bars and toasted marshmallows between graham crackers. If you can’t make it to the beach, you can still get that sand-between-your-toes feeling with our Cherry S’more Mix.

S’more Cherry Mix

Nothing says Northern Michigan summer like s’mores roasting over a bonfire on a starlit night. Now you can have that great taste without collecting wood and building a fire! Includes graham snacks, double chocolate dipped cherries, and a packet of marshmallows. Just mix the marshmallows into the bag of snack mix, shake, and enjoy the taste of summer!

$1 to Inland Seas Education Association

7 oz. bag #10171 $10.95

Cheers To Young & Old!

Sparkling Cherry Spumante

Enjoy pure pops of fizzy fun in this sparkling cherry beverage. A blend of apple and cherry juice, our non-alcoholic spumante makes a great celebratory libation for all ages.

750 ml. bottle #10613 $9.95

CherryStrong

100% Tart Montmorency Cherry Concentrate

60 TO 70 CHERRIES IN EVERY OUNCE!
That’s 60-70 Ruby Red Morsels of Joy, lovingly grown in a northern Michigan cherry orchard, harvested, bottled, and delivered to you as 100% Tart Montmorency Cherry Concentrate.

32 oz. bottle #10599 $25.95
16 oz. bottle #10598 $15.95

Back For The Summer!

Sparkling Cherry Spumante

Enjoy pure pops of fizzy fun in this sparkling cherry beverage. A blend of apple and cherry juice, our non-alcoholic spumante makes a great celebratory libation for all ages.

750 ml. bottle #10613 $9.95

S’more Cherry Mix

Nothing says Northern Michigan summer like s’mores roasting over a bonfire on a starlit night. Now you can have that great taste without collecting wood and building a fire! Includes graham snacks, double chocolate dipped cherries, and a packet of marshmallows. Just mix the marshmallows into the bag of snack mix, shake, and enjoy the taste of summer!

$1 to Inland Seas Education Association

7 oz. bag #10171 $10.95
Stop By & Say Hello!

Shop Our Six Michigan Locations

Glen Arbor Flagship
6026 S. Lake Street • (231) 226-3014
Shop for yummy cherry products in The Great Hall, browse our wine and soda pop offerings in The Winery, or enjoy lunch or dinner at the Cherry Public House. The whole campus is tied together by cherry perennial gardens that wind through the property.

Traverse City Flagship
154 E. Front Street • (231) 932-9205
The Cherry Capital of the World, Traverse City is the natural spot for our second Flagship store. Located on Front Street, our downtown location is our largest retail space. Stop by when you’re shopping downtown!

Holland
29 W. 8th Street, #30 • (231) 226-3019
Our West Michigan store is light and bright, while still evoking the authentic Cherry Republic feel our Citizens love. Shop for endless cherry goodies — including wine and soda pop — but be sure to leave some time to check out Holland’s iconic windmills!

Ann Arbor
225 S. Main Street • (734) 985-5231
Whether you’re a Wolverine, Spartan, or (dare we say?) Buckeye, you’ll love the cool vibe of this great location near the University of Michigan campus. Newly renovated in the summer of 2020, you’ll have fun wandering through this beautiful historic building!

Frankenmuth
925 S. Main St., #H-2 • (231) 226-3099
Known as Michigan’s Little Bavaria, this unique town is rich in history. Cherry Republic is right in the midst of the fun with a storefront in the popular Frankenmuth River Place Shops. Willkommen to Cherry Republic!

Charlevoix
221 Bridge Street • (231) 226-3006
Stop by our Charlevoix store to say hello and take a gander at our beautiful new store design while stocking up on your favorite cherry goodies. We’re located right on Bridge Street across from the stunning Charlevoix harbor.
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Chocolate + Cherries
A Match Made In Michigan

We pride ourselves on using only plump and juicy Michigan tart cherries in our tempting line of high-quality chocolate covered cherries.

- **Milk Chocolate Covered Cherries**
  - Our chocolatier starts with moist, flavorful Cherry Republic Dried Cherries, and pans just the right amount of chocolate onto each cherry, striking just the right balance between sweet and tart.
  - 16 oz. bag #10122 $19.95
  - 8 oz. bag #10129 $12.95

- **Dark Chocolate Covered Cherries**
  - As a best-seller and a staff favorite, Dark Chocolate Covered Cherries put a smile on everyone’s face! The timeless classic.
  - 16 oz. bag #10098 $19.95
  - 8 oz. bag #10072 $12.95

- **Imperial Chocolate Covered Cherries**
  - We start with a plump Michigan tart cherry and coat it in milk chocolate. Then we dip it a second time in a cheerful, bright red confectioner’s glaze.
  - 16 oz. bag #10106 $19.95
  - 8 oz. bag #10101 $12.95

- **Exceptionally Dark Chocolate Covered Cherries**
  - These premium dark chocolate covered cherries are made with 72% pure cacao, resulting in a bittersweet taste that accentuates the sweetness of the tart cherry within! Pair this decadent treat with a glass of red wine or a steaming espresso for the perfect dessert.
  - 12 oz. bag #10494 $17.95

- **Amaretto Chocolate Covered Cherries**
  - Close your eyes, and you might think you’ve been transported to a romantic Italian café when you bite into our Amaretto Chocolate Covered Cherries. Panned in creamy milk chocolate, our best-selling cherries have been enhanced with the sweet, almond flavor of amaretto — the perfect complement to the plump tart cherry you’ll find inside!
  - 12 oz. bag #10503 $17.95

- **Milk or Dark Chocolate Cherry Nut Mix**
  - Roasted pecans, buttery cashews, crunchy almonds, and dried cherries drenched in premium milk or dark chocolate.
  - **Dark Chocolate Cherry Nut Mix**
    - 14 oz. bag #10178 $19.95
    - 8 oz. bag #10158 $12.95
  - **Milk Chocolate Cherry Nut Mix**
    - 14 oz. bag #10177 $19.95
    - 8 oz. bag #10160 $12.95

- **Dark Chocolate Cherry Coffee Beans**
  - Just like coffee, but better. Richly roasted coffee beans covered in dark cherry chocolate are an eye-opening snack, and are definitely addictive. A perfect mid-afternoon pick-me-up!
  - 8 oz. bag #10089 $11.95

WARM-WEATHER SHIPPING: During the warm summer months, we require using our 2-day shipping option that includes a free freezer pack when shipping chocolates to prevent melting.
Plan A Summer Brunch

Set A Welcoming Breakfast Spread

Cherry Scone Mix
Delicious on its own, you can also use our Scone Mix as a base for strawberry or cherry shortcake, or make a savory snack by dressing it up with bacon, cheese or herbs.
16 oz. bag #10224 $9.95

Cherry Pancake Mix
No need to go out for breakfast. Cherry Republic Pancake Mix transforms your kitchen into a pancake house.
16 oz. bag #10301 $9.95

Triple Cherry Granola
Straight from our Empire Bakery, Triple Cherry Granola is a great snack straight out of the bag or over yogurt. Contains wheat germ.
16 oz. bag #10231 $12.95

Cherry Hot Cocoa
Sip a bit of chocolate and cherry in a cup. Sweet on your tongue and warm in your tummy.
6.25 oz. tin #10357 $11.95

Cherry Crème Honey
Our new and improved Cherry Crème Honey delivers even more cherry flavor than before. Thistle crème honey is spun with Michigan tart cherries to create a beelicious spread for muffins, waffles, and toast. Or stir a spoonful into a bowl of steaming oatmeal for breakfast or plain Greek yogurt for a healthy snack.
8 oz. jar #10026 $12.95

Cherry-Infused Maple Syrup
The Droscha family has been perfecting the art of maple syrup production for more than 50 years, and we’ve partnered with the Droschas to create our Cherry-Infused Maple Syrup. Made with the perfect amount of Michigan tart cherry concentrate, this pure maple syrup is delicious over a steaming stack of flapjacks, tossed with fresh fruit or roasted veggies, stirred into yogurt, or made into a marinade for salmon or pork.
8 oz. bottle #10589 $13.95

Cherry Wonderbar
Crisp rice cereal and crunchy Chinese noodles combine with peanut butter, dark chocolate chunks, dried cherries and miniature marshmallows in this deluxe rice cereal treat!
(1) Individually Wrapped Bar #10225 $6.95

Chocolate Cherry Boom Coffee
Say “good morning” to a subtle blend of cherry and chocolate-flavored coffee beans. In this world of more than a thousand different coffee flavors, this is the only coffee we sell.
#10208 Whole Bean
#10207 Ground
#10206 Ground Decaf
8 oz. bag $11.95

Mamma Mary’s Cherry Pie Filling
We’ve tweaked our recipe just a bit to highlight the fresh fruitiness of Mamma Mary’s Cherry Pie Filling with even more whole cherries! Just make or buy a pie crust, add the pie filling, bake, and voilà! You have a homemade cherry pie straight from northern Michigan.
36 oz. jar #10238 $14.95

Cherry Fudge Sauce
Turn your kitchen into an old-fashioned ice cream parlor with our thick, rich Cherry Fudge Sauce. Made by hand in small batches, this premium sauce is crafted with imported cocoa, fresh whipping cream, dairy butter, and pure Michigan tart cherry concentrate. No artificial flavors, colors or preservatives—only the delicious chocolatey flavor you remember as a kid!
10 oz. jar #10631 $12.95
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Summer Jam Sampler

Enjoy the taste of our fresh and fruity seasonal summer jams all in one delicious bundle! Here for a limited time, our Summer Jam Sampler features Cherry Jam, Cherry Rhubarb Jam, and Cherry Apricot Jam.

- Cherry Jam 8.5oz
- Cherry Rhubarb Jam 8.5oz
- Cherry Apricot Jam 8.5oz

#60674 $27.00 SAVE $3.85!